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BIOSAMPLE PUNCHER 

Oeso 
Productos para Laboratorio



The new BSD Galaxy 9 builds on the long term preven reliability of BSD 

punchers with features to increase sample throughput, usability and 

comfort of operation. A significant innovation in the instrument geometry 

results in a dramatic reduction in footprint allowing the Galaxy to be placed 

on standard laboratory benchtops with a width of just 30 inches. The 

compact geometry also means a short distance from the front of the 

puncher to the punching axis to minimize stretching to place samples for 

punching. The cover lifts vertically requiring no additional bench space to 

access plates and for cleaning. An integrated Windows tablet further 

reduces precious laboratory space as there is no requirement for an 

externa! PC box. 

The Galaxy 9 has an improved version of the BSD punching system with 

dual punch sizes available in the range of 1.0 to 6.0 mm. Punching of two 

disk sizes is achieved seamlessly without time-consuming punch 

swapping between punches. The Galaxy 9 has a capacity for 9 microtitre 

plates for preparation of up to 9 different assays for each punch run. Card 

positioning and punching is achieved using the BSD light guidance system 

and a future option will be available for camera inspection of the punch site. 

TOUCH SCREEN 

PC touch screen with 

built-in software. 

Screen height and tilt 

adjustable. 

9 PLATES 

9 plate capacity. 

Fits 96 well microplate. 

Plate punch time 

approx. 6 minutes per 

plate. 

COMPACT SIZE 

750 L x 565 D x 320 H 

(mm) with screen

detached.

Approx. 25kg. 

Sean QR code to register
for updates and release dates. 
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Pol. Ind. Camí Ral 
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www.acefesa.com

DELEGACIONES
Cataluña Norte: Julio Mesa Tel.: 670-906-156  
Cataluña Sur: Cristian Gimó Tel.: 617-486-038 
Centro y Sur: Manuel Mena Tel.: 617-486-039 
Levante: Charo Ortín  Tel.: 670-906-508 
Noroeste: Francisco Gutiérrez Tel.: 627-449-343 
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